
Trek

Departure : Colombier le Vieux - Market square
Arrival : Colombier le Vieux - Market square
Markings :  PR Ardèche 
Cities : 1. Colombier-le-Vieux
2. Saint-Victor

1 - Colombier le Vieux - 420 m Follow Bonnefond 4.3 km Deyras 6.8 km
Cross the square keeping to the small lane then continue ahead on a path taking you down to the river
Daronne. Go across the river and up the path facing you. Careful ! the bridge is liable to flooding during
periods of heavy rainfall making crossing impossible. Cross the D578, careful when crossing, onto the
grass path facing you. After the houses continue ahead on the small road. At the following junction turn
right and then follow the path ahead. Go up the other side and when you get to the road, go uphill to a
path on the right. Carry on through fields and a little further on, follow the road taking the first path to the
right.

2 - Bonnefond - 480 m Follow Deyras 2.4 km 
Go back down onto the D578. Turn right and go along for a few metres before turning left to go through
the farm Victouron. Go down the road then onto the tarmac lane on the left at the junction going past the
house Payat. Carry on downhill and just before the house Cros turn left down through the field. Further
down bear left, cross the stream and go up the path over the other side. Go past the path on the right and
carry on uphill. Further up bear right and go along a field then past the house Sauzet. Cross through a big
field taking you to a small road where you turn left and go uphill. At the following junction turn right
taking you to the village of Deyras. 

3 - Deyras - 470 m Follow Saint Sorny 3.5 km Colombier le Vieux 8.3 km 
Follow the small lane taking you down to Méjon. After the house turn right onto the path going to the river
Daronne. At the following fork turn left into the woods. The path, through woodland, starts off on level but
quickly becomes quite steep and runs along the hillside. Go down to the river and cross the footbridge
then turn left to discover the lovely hamlet of Saint Sorny situated in a loop of the river Daronne. 

4 - Saint Sorny - 255 m Follow Chemin de Chatelet 350 m Colombier le Vieux 4.7 km
Keep to the main path until you come to the following crossroads 

5 - Chemin de Chatelet - 280 m Follow Colombier le Vieux 4.3 km 
Here go up the small lane and after the bend, turn left onto a track and carry on uphill. Follow this lovely
track through chestnut, oak and Sylvester pine trees taking you up to the place called La Grange. Go
through gates to cross through a field (don’t forget to close them behind you) then turn right and follow a
lane.

6 - La Grange - 440 m Suivre Colombier le Vieux 3.1 km
Follow the road to the hamlet Palisse. Turn left and go through then follow a path through orchards to
Chardon.

7 - Chardon - 420 m Follow Colombier le Vieux 1.4 km 
Continue on the road. 

8 - La Croisette - 418 m Follow Colombier le Vieux 600 m 
Follow the small road to the left until you reach the village.
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On your path...

 Deyras (A)   Viewing point (B)  
 The footbridge of Saint Sorny (C)   The secret nature of the Daronne Gorges (D)  
 Viewing point (E)  
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All useful information

How to come ? 

Access

Follow the D234 from Saint Félicien to Colombier le Vieux

Advised parking

Market Square

 Information desks 

Office de tourisme Ardèche Hermitage
6, place du 8 mai 1945 - BP 70019, 26601 Tain
l'Hermitage

info@ah-tourisme.com
Tel : 04 75 06 06 12
http://www.ardeche-hermitage.com
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Rando Ardèche Hermitage
rando-ardeche-hermitage.fr

Powered by geotrek.fr

Discover one of the richest and most beautiful
natural sites of the area : the Daronne Gorges. A
lovely ramble round the Daronne and on the
plateau where the river squeezes its way
through. 

Useful information

Practice : Pédestre 

Duration : 5 h 

Length : 14.7 km 

Trek ascent : 521 m 

Difficulty : Hard 

Type : Boucle 

Themes : Flora, Archéologie et
histoire, Point de vue 

The Daronne Gorges
Ardèche Verte - Colombier-le-Vieux 

Abords de la Daronne (Ardèche Hermitage Tourisme) 
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